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VACCINE INEQUITIES:  

ON NEED TO VACCINATE ALL ABOVE 45 
The government can consider vaccinating all those over 45 years of age 

 

 The decision to open up about 20,000 private hospitals across India from March 1 — in addition to 

about 10,000 government sites — to vaccinate people older than 60 years and those above 45 years with 

comorbidities will at once increase the number of vaccination sites. Roping in the private sector to support the 

government programme of vaccinating about 270 million people belonging to the two high-risk priority groups 

can surely speed up vaccination coverage. At 13 million at the end of six weeks since the vaccination 

programme began, only a little over a third of health-care and frontline workers have been covered. With the 

average uptake per session only about 35%, beginning the second phase of the programme could increase this 

percentage. Even if CoWIN platform glitches and a decline in daily cases are partly responsible for low uptake, 

the hesitancy to available vaccines among health-care workers, who are one of the most informed and also at 

greater risk of infection, cannot be overlooked. Whether the elderly and those above 45 with comorbidities 

will behave strikingly different or take a cue from health-care workers and prefer to wait before queuing up for 

a vaccine remains to be seen. 

 

 Crucial to increasing vaccine uptake in private hospitals will be the cost of vaccination, especially when 

it is available for free at government sites. At a time when vaccine uptake has been low even when offered for 

free, the only way to increase coverage is by making it easy for people desiring to get vaccinated to have one. 

While the intent to quickly protect people with comorbidities above 45 years who are at greater risk of 

progressing to a severe form of the disease or even death is commendable, the insistence on documentary 

evidence for vaccination should be reviewed if the uptake remains below the desired level. One in three adults 

in India has hypertension but only about half are even aware of it. It is one in 10 in the case of diabetes; 

awareness is about 50%. The trend is the same for a few other diseases that make a person eligible for a 

vaccine. With just over 21% of the population above 45 as per the 2011 Census data, the government can 

consider vaccinating anyone above that age who comes to a site. Similarly, insisting on prior registration on the 

CoWIN platform will further worsen inequities; vaccinating people who walk in without registration must be 

allowed. That less than 10% of people have opted for Covaxin nationally is proof that vaccine uptake is directly 

related to availability of trial data. The government can still win back trust and improve vaccine coverage by 

quickly making all vaccine trial data public. Also, timely resolution by the national committee, of serious 

adverse events and deaths following vaccination and sharing the details will surely inspire public confidence in 

the vaccines. 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 

 

 vaccine (noun) – a biological preparation that 

improves immunity to a particular disease. 

 inequity (noun) – unfairness, unjustness, one-

sidedness, partisanship, bias, prejudice, 

discrimination. 

 open up (phrasal verb) – make something 

available/accessible. 

 vaccinate (verb) – inoculate, administer, 

introduce (with a vaccine to provide immunity 

against a disease). 

 co-morbidity (noun) – the presence of one or 

more additional conditions (diseases/problems) 

co-occurring/co-existing with a primary 

condition (disease/problem). 
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 at once (phrase) – immediately, right away, 

right now; at the same time, all together, 

simultaneously. 

 vaccination (noun) – treatment with a vaccine 

to protect against a particular disease; 

immunization. 

 rope in (phrasal verb) – convince someone to 

participate in an activity. 

 belong to (verb) – be affiliated to, be associated 

with, be connected to, be linked to. 

 speed up (phrasal verb) – accelerate, step up, 

expedite. 

 frontline staff/worker/responder/personnel 

(noun) – a person who is among the first to 

arrive and provide assistance at the scene of an 

emergency. First/front line workers/responders 

typically include paramedics, emergency 

medical technicians, police officers, firefighters, 

sanitary workers & etc. 

 uptake (noun) – the action of taking up 

something (available/given). 

 CoWIN (noun) – a digital platform (app) 

developed by Union Health Ministry, India to 

help monitor the entire COVID-19 vaccination 

process in India. 

 glitch (verb) – crash, develop a fault, be faulty, 

fail, go wrong, break down, malfunction. 

 hesitancy (noun) – reluctance, unwillingness, 

disinclination. 

 vaccine hesitancy (noun) – a reluctance or 

refusal to be vaccinated or to have one’s 

children vaccinated; reluctance or refusal to 

vaccinate despite the availability of vaccines. 

 overlook (verb) – neglect, ignore, disregard, 

turn a blind eye. 

 strikingly (adverb) – noticeably, obviously, 

evidently, visibly, distinctly. 

 take one’s cue from (phrase) – follow the 

example of; follow the advice of. 

 queue up (phrasal verb) – be very interested to 

do/have something. 

 commendable (adjective) – admirable, 

praiseworthy, laudable. 

 insistence (noun) – emphasis, stress; assertion, 

claim. 

 documentary evidence (noun) – written 

evidence; it is a broad term that includes almost 

anything on paper. 

 hypertension (noun) – high blood pressure. 

 census (noun) – an official survey, particularly of 

a population. 

 insist on (verb) – call for, ask for, request, press 

for, push for, demand. 

 opt (verb) – choose, select, decide on, go for. 

 trial (noun) – test, pilot study, experiment 

(phase 1, 2,3, and or human/clinical trial). 

 win back (phrasal verb) – regain, recover, 

reclaim, get back, retrieve, restore. 

 timely (adjective) – prompt, punctual, 

convenient, appropriate, suitable, expedient. 

 adverse (adjective) – unfavourable, 

disadvantageous, bad. 

****************************************************************************************** 

JUDICIAL BLOW:  

ON NEPAL SUPREME COURT REINSTATING PARLIAMENT 
PM Oli stands exposed after Supreme Court reversed his decision to dissolve Parliament 

 

 A Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court of Nepal quite rightly overturned Prime Minister K.P. Oli’s 

decision to unilaterally dissolve Parliament in December 2020 and which was later approved by President 

Bidya Devi Bhandari. The ostensible reason for Mr. Oli’s decision, clearly without any merit, was inner party 

intrigue within the ruling Nepal Communist Party (NCP). The Court correctly observed that there was the 

possibility of the formation of a new government in case Mr. Oli did not enjoy the confidence of Parliament, 
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and therefore ruled his decision unconstitutional. The NCP has since then fractured politically into two 

factions, one led by Mr. Oli and the other by Pushpa Kumar Dahal and Madhav Kumar Nepal, both former 

Prime Ministers who belonged to the erstwhile Nepali Maoists and the Communist Party of Nepal (Unified 

Marxist-Leninist), respectively. These parties had merged into the NCP in 2018. But this fracture is not yet 

formalised even though the Dahal-Nepal faction has “expelled” Mr. Oli from the party. In defence of his 

decision, Mr. Oli had argued that he required the support of a two-thirds majority to govern the nation and 

had sought re-elections, but the Supreme Court’s decision has now rendered that moot by restoring the status 

quo ante as of December 2020. The Court also went on to scrap all appointments made by the government 

after the dissolution of Parliament on December 20, 2020. 

 

 Having received such a stinging rebuke by the Supreme Court, the right course of action for Mr. Oli 

should be to resign on moral grounds, but knowing the combative politician, that is not going to happen. The 

NCP’s vertical split into two near-equal factions in Parliament should allow the formation of a new government 

if the Dahal-Nepal faction chooses to support an alternative — it has already pledged support to Nepali 

Congress (NC) leader Sher Bahadur Deuba if the NC stakes claim to form a new coalition government. The 

repeated changes in government should not surprise anyone as Nepal has a history of unstable regimes and 

frequent changes in Singha Durbar’s occupants since the end of absolute monarchy in 1990. But the NCP 

missed a historic opportunity after it came to power with a two-thirds majority in the bicameral Federal 

parliament and in six of the seven provinces. Mr. Oli could have used the mandate in 2018 to ensure a stable 

regime, and governance and development in a country battered by the 2015 earthquake, political instability, 

and now the COVID-19 threat. His government singularly failed on most counts, and he and other NCP leaders 

could not work as a cohesive unit. The electorate’s expectations of a stable regime, the first elected one since 

the promulgation of its Constitution, have been belied yet again due to the failure of the political leadership. 

 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 

 

 blow (noun) – shock, surprise; setback/ 

misfortune. 

 reinstate (verb) – bring back, restore, put back, 

return to the previous position. 

 stand (verb) – be in a specified state or 

condition. 

 exposed (adjective) – uncovered, revealed, 

disclosed, unmasked. 

 reverse (verb) – override, overrule, revoke, 

repeal, cancel. 

 dissolve (verb) – dismiss, disestablish, disband, 

abolish. 

 unilaterally (adverb) – used to indicate 

something done by a person/country without 

approval/agreement from other people/ 

countries involved in the situation. 

 overturn (verb) – cancel, reverse, repeal, 

revoke. 

 ostensible (adjective) – apparent, seeming, 

alleged, purported. 

 merit (noun) – good point, strong point. 

 intrigue (noun) – planning, conspiracy, 

collusion, double-dealing. 

 enjoy (verb) – have the advantage, have the use 

of, be favoured with. 

 unconstitutional (adjective) – undemocratic, 

autocratic, dictatorial, totalitarian. 

 fracture (verb) – divide, break apart, come 

apart, splinter. 

 faction (noun) – group, section, division (within 

a larger group). 

 belong to (verb) – be affiliated to, be associated 

with, be connected to, be linked to. 
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 erstwhile (adjective) – old, previous, former, 

then. 

 fracture (noun) – splintering, splitting, 

separation, disintegration. 

 formalize (verb) – confirm, endorse, recognize, 

legalize. 

 expel (verb) – throw out, remove, oust. 

 seek (verb) – ask for, appeal, request, demand. 

 render (verb) – make, cause to be, cause to 

become. 

 moot (noun) – proposal, suggestion. 

 status quo ante (phrase) – a Latin phrase 

meaning “the state of affairs existing before” 

(or) “the way things were before”. 

 go on to (phrasal verb) – proceed (to do 

something). 

 scrap (verb) – discard, remove, dispense with, 

eliminate. 

 dissolution (noun) – cessation, termination, 

discontinuation, suspension. 

 stinging (adjective) – harsh, cruel. 

 rebuke (noun) – (sharp) disapproval, reprimand, 

(firm) warning, admonishment, criticism/ 

castigation. 

 course of action (phrase) – plan of action, 

action/step, procedure. 

 ground (noun) – reason, factor, basis, rationale, 

premise. 

 combative (adjective) – aggressive, 

quarrelsome, argumentative. 

 vertical (adjective) – involving all the stages/ 

levels (of a hierarchy). 

 split (noun) – division, rift, break-up, partition. 

 pledge (verb) – affirm, promise/swear, vow. 

 stake a claim (phrase) – assert, declare, 

announce/state (ones right to something). 

 coalition (noun) – alliance, union, partnership. 

 regime (noun) – government. 

 occupant (noun) – occupier. 

 absolute (adjective) – autocratic, despotic, 

dictatorial, tyrannical, authoritarian, 

domineering, high-handed, draconian, 

autonomous, sovereign. 

 monarchy (noun) – kingdom, sovereign state; a 

form of government in which a country is ruled 

by someone who rules for life and usually 

receives their position from another person 

when that person dies (Courtesy: VOA Learning 

English). 

 bicameral (adjective) – (of a legislative body) 

having two chambers/houses. 

 federal (adjective) – relating to a system of 

government in which establishments such as 

states or provinces share power with a national 

government. 

 province (noun) – territory, region, state (of a 

country). 

 mandate (noun) – authority, endorsement, 

approval, authorization. 

 battered (adjective) – damaged, impaired, 

spoiled. 

 instability (noun) – uncertainty, 

unpredictability, precariousness. 

 singularly (adjective) – remarkably, noticeably, 

particularly, exceptionally, extremely. 

 count (noun) – a point (for discussion or 

consideration). 

 cohesive (adjective) – united, integrated, 

cooperated; adhering. 

 electorate (noun) – all the people who entitled 

to vote in an election. 

 promulgation (noun) – enactment, 

implementation, enforcement. 

 belie (verb) – contradict, be at odds with, call 

into question, prove to be false, disprove. 

 due to (phrase) – because of, owing to, on 

account of, as a result of.  


